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The project involved the demolition of a 220-tonne portal jetty crane located on the No.6 Jetty, in Port
Kembla, New South Wales, Australia.
The No6 Jetty, which specialises in the import and export of bulk materials such as copper concentrate,
gypsum, soda ash and iron ore, had been undergoing extensive upgrades over the past decade.
Following the commissioning of more modern and efficient ship loading facilities, the old jetty crane
was made redundant. It had been parked at the far end of the jetty and decommissioned for half a
decade when finally, the decision was made to dispose of it.
An induced collapse would have been the ideal, more rapid and cost-effective approach to demolish
the structure. However, the jetty’s weak supporting structure and close proximity to live assets did not
permit it. The relocation of the crane to a more secluded location, on-shore where the collapse would
have been possible, was also unachievable due to the newly installed facilities blocking the way out.
Tackling the demolition by sea was then considered, using a mobile or tower crane directly
positioned onto a robust, specialist barge. This would allow for far greater lifting capabilities and the
deconstruction of the structure into bigger, heavier modules, which could then be transported onshore to be downsized using conventional means. This solution was rapidly discarded as, even though
more technically attractive, the port was unable to confirm a suitable time window for the barge to tie
up alongside the wharf.
The only practical solution would be to deconstruct the crane in situ, top-down using a mobile crane
situated on the jetty, directly alongside the redundant jetty crane.
What rapidly emerged as the greatest concern was the jetty’s load bearing capabilities. Even though it
had undergone extensive repairs and strengthening over the years, its design still relied on a wooden
pile grid system which made it inherently weak against point loading. Saline waters, strong currents
and marine life had also participated in progressively undermining the piles, with some of them
suffering from heavy cracking and necking. The resulting load bearing capacity of the jetty’s deck and
consequently our lifting capabilities were severely reduced.
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We needed to select a mobile crane which would generate the lowest possible ground bearing
pressures, so it had to be on the small side, whilst still having enough capacity to lift our heaviest
modules.
Our structural engineers undertook detailed 3D modelling of the structure to determine accurate
weights of each lift whilst simultaneously determining the cranes overall stability during and after
each lift.
Whilst working hand in hand with our experienced deconstruction team to constantly refine our
methods to ensure the most efficient deconstruction sequence was developed in line with engineering
requirements.
The heaviest lift was calculated at 45 tonnes which lead us to a Manitowoc 11000-1 crawler crane, a
perfect match in lifting capacity and weight distribution.
The next challenge was designing a load spreading system which would ensure, even at the most
conservative phase of the heaviest lift, that the resulting ground bearing pressures would always
remain below the safe limit set for the jetty’s support structure.
This system was designed as a combination of wooden and steel crane “bogmats”, which are
usually employed in combination with far heavier mobile cranes (from 500 to 750 tonnes cranes). Our
structural engineers configured them so as to distribute the load equally between the timber piles,
whose exact locations had been surveyed and clearly marked on the surface of the concrete wharf
deck.
In parallel with the extensive engineering phase, our demolition team prepared the structure in
readiness for its deconstruction. This involved the removal of hazardous materials such as bonded
asbestos and hydrocarbons, in a lawful and environmentally friendly manner.
The structure was also covered in lead-based paint. Not unusual for structures in a marine
environment. However, not documented within the hazardous materials audit provided by the client.
In order to protect the environment and the health of our workers and adjacent stakeholders, the
paint had to be removed where we intended oxy-cutting to prevent the release of harmful vapours.
After the crane deconstruction sequence was finally locked in, with the delineation between its subcomponents clearly identified, we knew exactly where the paint had to be removed.
The paint was stripped using a combination of two methods. The first was dry-ice blasting, a cuttingedge abrasive blasting technique which employs dry ice instead of grit sand as such does not generate
contaminated waste other than the paint itself. The work areas were encapsulated locally to ensure
that no paint residues were released to the environment and surrounding waterways. The second
technique employed a 100% biodegradable soy-based paint remover which, when applied directly
onto the paint, reacts and transforms into a paste-like compound which can be easily removed and
disposed of without generation of airborne contaminates, leaving a clean steel surface.
The structure was then progressively dismantled following an engineered sequence which ensured
the structural stability of the jetty crane at all times. Following the parameters of detailed engineered
lift studies, the jetty crane’s modules were systematically rigged, separated, then lifted and lowered
onto road registered trucks for off site removal. The crane modules were then transported to a
designated laydown area on-shore where they were downsized using a 48-tonne excavator fitted
with shear and grabs attachments. The transport schedule allowed for minimal disruptions of the
jetty’s activities.
Faced with the constraints of a tight work area, highly active surroundings, restrictive ground
capabilities and at times, difficult weather conditions, careful planning and well thought engineering
transformed a seemingly impossible task into a technical and commercial success with zero safety
or environmental incidents.
The project was shortlisted as a finalist for the 2019 World Demolition Awards in the ‘Contract of the
year under US$1 million’ award category.

